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A:Vocabulary 

 نمره( 1) . بکشید خط آن زیر و کنید پیدا را ناهماهنگ کلمه1 -

 1. society/ people/ nation/ culture                                     2. disappear / put out / pass away / die 

 3. gain / increase / grow / avoid                                    4. measure / weigh / take / include 

 نمره( 1با استفاده از کلمات داده شده جمله های زیر را کامل کنید. )یک کلمه اضافه است.( )  -2 
  

  
 

 5. Your knowledge and experience would be very …………valuable……….. to us. 

 6. The car hadn’t been used much, and was in very good ………condition………….. . 

 7. It is impossible to …………imagine……….. the world without language. 

 8. His back injury may …………prevent……….. him from playing in tomorrow’s game. 

 نمره( 1جاهای خالی را کامل کنید. )  ،استفاده از دانش خودبا  -3

 9. A language that uses hand movements instead of spoken words, used by people who cannot hear well 

is called ………sign…….. ……language…….. . 

 10. Technology has influenced the lives of people in both negative and ………positive………….. ways. 

 نمره( 1)  گزینه ی صحیح را انتخاب کنید. -4

 11. Jack is a real couch potato. He ………….. hangs out with his friends in his free time. 

a. always  b. often   c. usually   d. rarely 

 12. The population of these cities ………….. between 3 and 5 million. 

a. increases  b. decreases   c. ranges                d. improves 

B: Grammar 

 نمره( 2) کنید.گزینه ی صحیح را انتخاب  -5 

 13. There is ............................... milk in the baby bottle.  

a. many  b. a lot of   c. a few   d. a lot 

 14. I ate only a ............................... of cake tonight. 

a. loaf   b. bottle    c. glass    d. piece 

 15. You should eat ............................... orange every day. 

a. a   b. an    c. a little               d. a few 

 16. We don't have ............................... left, so we'd better hurry. 

a. many times b. many time   c. much time               d. much times 

 نمره( 2) را انتخاب کنید.داخل پرانتز گزینه ی صحیح  -6

 17. I don’t think it’s physically possible to put (thirty-seven/thirty seven) candles on your birthday cake. 

 18. There (was/were) lots of rain yesterday. 

 19. Can you buy a few loaves of (bread/sugar) on your way home? 

 20. A lot of information about computers (is/are) difficult to understand. 

C: Writing 
 

 نمره( 3) جمالت زیر را مرتب کنید.  -7

21. bread / much / your mother / does / how / need ?  

.........How much bread does your mother need....... ? 

22. my friends / saw / of / lot / a / chickens /  the / in / yard .  

imagine – relationship – prevent – valuable – condition  
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......My friends saw a lot of chickens in the yard...... .  

23. yesterday / street / the / saw / teacher / in / I / my . 

.........I saw my teacher in the street yesterday.... .  
 
 

 نمره( 2. )آنها را در پاسخنامه وارد کنیدرا پیدا کرده و  (object) و مفعول (  verb)  فعل(،  subjectفاعل ) در جمالت زیر  -8

 
  24. The French built the church in the 13th century. 

        subject: the French           verb: built                 object: the church 

  25. I picked up the wrong bag by mistake. 

       subject: I                               verb: picked up       object: the wrong bag 

  26. The baby laughed very loudly. 

       subject: the baby               verb: laughed           object: -------------                       

 نمره( 3کامل کنید. ) با استفاده از یک اسم یا فعل مناسب جمالت زیر را  -9
27. Many ……………people……………… live in ……………this town……………… .  

28. ……………Reza……………… reads ……………a newspaper……………… in the afternoons.  

29. I cooked …………lunch………………… in the kitchen last ……………Friday……………… . 

D: Reading 

  10-  

 نمره( 2) داده شده متن زیر را کامل کنید.  گزینه هایبا استفاده از الف: 

An endangered language is a language that has very few speakers. Nowadays, many languages are losing 

their ……….…… 30 speakers. When a language dies, the knowledge and culture ……….…… 31 with it. A lot 

of endangered languages are in Australia and South America. Some of them are in Asia and Africa. The 

number of live languages of the world is around 7000, and many of them may not ……….…… 32 in the 

future. Many researchers are now trying to protect endangered languages. This can save lots of 

information and cultural ……….…… 33 of people all around the world. 

 30.  a. mother  b. first   c. native  d. live 

 31.  a. vary   b. range  c. disagree  d. disappear  

 32.  a. exist  b. endanger  c. disappear  d. suggest 

 33. a. differences  b. emotions  c. devices  d. values  

 نمره( 6دهید. )بخوانید و به سواالت زیر پاسخ به دقت ب: متن زیر را 

 Technology has become an important part of our daily lives. It has changed our lives a lot. In many ways, it 

makes life more comfortable for us: we can send messages quickly through the Internet, cook meals in a 

few minutes in a microwave, and book train tickets online instead of walking to the station. However, in 

our increasingly technology-driven world, have we become addicted to technology? 

        Not very long ago, many children enjoyed reading a good book in their free time. Nowadays, many young 

people prefer playing video games or watching television. Some people even say they can't go without 

watching their favorite TV program, or without having access to the Internet. 
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       Similarly, sending letters has become a thing of the past. It has been replaced by email, instant messaging 

and social media. However, the existence of social media has, in some ways, turned us into anti-social 

beings. Instead of hanging out with friends and seeing them face-to-face, we now spend a lot of time 

communicating online. Although online communication enables us to keep in touch with loved ones in 

different countries, we shouldn't forget the value of real-life human communication. It is, after all, in our 

nature to socialize with others!  

I. Choose true or false. 

34. New technologies have influenced the reading habits of young people.    True 

35. Real-life human communication won’t happen when we meet people online. True 

 
 

II. Choose the best answer. 

36. In the passage, being able to book train tickets online is an example to show how ……….. new 

technologies can be. 

a. harmful                b. wonderful   c. addictive   d. unhealthy 

37. According to the passage, in our technology-driven world, people often communicate ……….. . 

a. face-to-face  b. through social media c. by sending letters  d. on weekends  

 
 

III. Answer the following question. 

38. How did people communicate with each other in the past? (2 examples) 

1. They met each other face-to-face.   2. They sent letters to each other. ……………………. . 

 

 

 

Good luck. 
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